The SNMPv2 Network Management Framework
The SNMPv2 Network Management Framework consists of four major components. They are: o RFC 1442 [1] which defines the SMI, the mechanisms used for describing and naming objects for the purpose of management.
o STD 17, RFC 1213 [6] defines MIB-II, the core set of managed objects for the Internet suite of protocols. Reference [12] defines the evolution of the Interfaces Group of MIB II in terms of extensions and precise applications of the objects.
o RFC 1445 [4] which defines the administrative and other architectural aspects of the framework.
o RFC 1448 [5] which defines the protocol used for network access to managed objects.
The Framework permits new objects to be defined for the purpose of experimentation and evaluation.
This specification makes also use of: o RFC 1443 [2] which defines textual conventions for the specification of managed objects.
o RFC 1444 [3] which defines conformance statements for the specification of managed objects.
Objects
Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed the Management Information Base or MIB. Objects in the MIB are defined using the subset of Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) [7] defined in the SMI. In particular, each object has a name, a syntax, and an encoding. The name is an object identifier, an administratively assigned name, which specifies an object type. The object type together with an object instance serves to uniquely identify a specific instantiation of the object. For human convenience, we often use a textual string, termed the OBJECT DESCRIPTOR, to also refer to the object type.
The syntax of an object type defines the abstract data structure corresponding to that object type. The ASN.1 language is used for this purpose. However, the SMI RFC 1442 purposely restricts the ASN.1 constructs which may be used. These restrictions are explicitly made for simplicity.
The encoding of an object type is simply how that object type is represented using the object type's syntax. Implicitly tied to the notion of an object type's syntax and encoding is how the object type is represented when being transmitted on the network. The SMI specifies the use of the basic encoding rules of ASN.1 [8] , subject to the additional requirements imposed by the SNMP.
Format of Definitions
Section 4 contains contains the specification of all object types contained in this MIB module. The object types are defined using the conventions defined in the SMI, as amended by the extensions specified in the SNMPv2 SMI.
This document does not specify objects for the management of subscription or configuration of Subscriber-Network Interfaces (SNIs). Those objects are defined in Definitions of Managed Objects for SMDS Subscription [17] . Bellcore requirements on these objects are specified in TR-TSV-001062 [16] . ifConnectorPresent Set to false (2) .
Consult the Evolution of the Interfaces Group [9] for when to use the HC (High Capacity) counters (e.g., ifHCInOctets is a 64-bit counter). --Although the objects in this group are read-only, at the --agent's discretion they may be made read-write so that the --management station, when appropriately authorized, may --change the addressing information related to the --configuration of a logical IP subnetwork implemented on --top of SMDS.
--This The following pertains to the 60 least significant bits of the 64 bit address field. The 60 bits contained in the address subfield can be used to represent addresses up to 15 decimal digits. Each decimal digit shall be encoded into four bits using Binary Coded Decimal (BCD), with the most significant digit occurring left-most. If not all 15 digits are required, then the remainder of this field shall be padded on the right with bits set to one. An error is considered to have occurred: a). if the first four bits of the address subfield are not BCD, OR b). if the first four bits of the address subfield are populated with the country code value 0001, AND the 40 bits which follow are not Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) encoded values of the 10 digit addresses, OR the remaining 16 least significant bits are not populated with 1's, OR c). if the address subfield is not correct according to another numbering plan which is dependent upon the carrier assigning the numbers and offering SMDS.
-Source Address Field Format Error,
The description of this parameter is the same as the description of the Destination Address Field Format Error. OBJECT-GROUP OBJECTS { sipDS1PLCPIndex, sipDS1PLCPSEFSs, sipDS1PLCPAlarmState, sipDS1PLCPUASs } STATUS current DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects providing information specific to interfaces using the DS1 PLCP." ::= { smdsGroups 3 } sipDS3PLCPStuff
OBJECT-GROUP OBJECTS { sipDS3PLCPIndex, sipDS3PLCPSEFSs, sipDS3PLCPAlarmState, sipDS3PLCPUASs } STATUS current DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects providing information specific to interfaces using the DS3 PLCP." ::= { smdsGroups 4 } sipIPApplicationsStuff OBJECT-GROUP OBJECTS { ipOverSMDSIndex, ipOverSMDSAddress, ipOverSMDSHA, ipOverSMDSLISGA, ipOverSMDSARPReq } STATUS current DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects providing information for running IP over SMDS." ::= { smdsGroups 5 } sipDxiStuff OBJECT-GROUP OBJECTS { sipDxiCrc, sipDxiOutDiscards, sipDxiInErrors, sipDxiInAborts, sipDxiInTestFrames, sipDxiOutTestFrames, sipDxiHbpNoAcks } STATUS current DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects providing information specific to interfaces using the DXI protocol." ::= { smdsGroups 6 } END
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